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About This Game

Knightfall is a 2D fully top-down retro pixel art dungeon RPG. Knightfall focuses on a reduced vision mechanic that forces
you to be reactive based on your surroundings. You'll have to utilize your knowledge of the floor's layout to your advantage.

How far down did you end up and will you ever get to the surface?

Features On Full Release

Singleplayer adventure with multiple floors that will challenge you in different ways!

Full controller support!

At least 25 total purchasable or dropped items on full release!

100% Real Time Combat System

A fully incorporated questline found on the Knights that have died before you.

A full Original Soundtrack composed by Christoph Gray

Story
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Armed with a sword and shield, your squadron crumbles under heavy arrow fire. As you break from the rain of fire, you fall
prey to a ground trap and plunge into the dark abyss - A mysterious dungeon filled with infernal creatures of dark magic and the
undead. How far did you fall? Will you ever reach the surface or will this dungeon be your tomb, like so many others who have

fallen before?

Live Development

Knightfall is developed live on Twitch every single morning! Since day 1, it has been modified due to changes and feedback of
the community. Join the development stream on Twitch at http://twitch.tv/krassenstein
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Title: Knightfall
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Static City Games
Publisher:
Static City Games
Release Date: 4 Sep, 2017
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This game is clearly of my favorite VR game AND local coop game on Steam. A ton of funny with friends and family. Each
new player makes it enjoyable again and again!. Rack N Ruin: I guess you would call it an Action RPG / SHMUP mashup. You
play as the Demon Rack who was stranded on an asteroid by his master Ruin because, I think, he was too wild corrupting
everything. You go around as this demon killing creatures and corrupting the world. When you kill a creature you collect souls
which are the currency you can use to buy items or to corrupt the shrines.

The game is presented in an isometric top down view. There are several locations in the world to explore. Dungeons to conquer.
And boss monsters to defeat. The art style is hand drawn and cartoony, but it works. The biggest beef I have with the game is
that sometimes it is extremely difficult to understand where to go next. And there are many things that seem like you should be
told. Rather than cryptic descriptions of the items, some helpful description would be nice. The final dungeon is so twisted up I
almost rage quit because I couldn't figure out how to get to where I knew I needed to go based on the map.

This game is hard to recommend unless on a deep sale or you are bored with all the other games you haven't played yet.. I
played this game long time ago, when the game just came out. It was a very positive experience, whole a lot more than the new
Conan MMO. Now the game is quite old and graphically outdated, but the entire experience of exploration, quest making and
cooperative play is still strong and satisfying.. It's a fun game. It's also very difficult. Even in casual I struggled to progress
through the game. And I recently beat Nioh and Dark Souls 3 and.... This is some game I've had my eye on for quite some time.
I just bought it and haven't had much time to play until now but just the idea of the game is great.

I had the chance to talk to the robot in the first mission (or better I typed). I've had opportunity to try to talk to some A.I. in the
past before, but this is something else. I can only imagine the work involved in making such a game.

A.I. has been fascinating to me as long as I can think (about nearly four centuries) and I am already surprised how well it works
if I pay attention to how I am saying things (and in how many words).

I can see that there are quite some hurdles to overcome for the developers, so I am not disappointed at all, when not everything
works as I would expect if I were talking to another human. Humans expect quite a lot from each other when talking - for
example if talking about a chair and later someone asks what color that chair had - I am not sure an A.I. could reason that far,
because there might be other chairs around and it just does not know which chair is meant.

This is game is some serious stuff and I can only hope the developers get as far as they hope to. I haven't played long enough to
tell you anything about the later game just now, but the potential of this game is unbelievably.

But I might be biased because of my fascination with robots, A.I. and the like. I'd say this is a game that needs some serious
support. Thumbs up for progress so far and I am curious what else I might get from this game.. As Advertised, the competition
can get intense, and friendships can be tested\u2026

Definitely in the rotation for those Multiplayer nights, filled with Defeat!

The speed and ease of Movement feeling excellent, and the choice of Game Modes with varying silliness and skill requirement,
plus a soul crushing Horde Mode, keep a smile on my face

Can you handle being in the Guilt Battle Arena?

*much cuteness too
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Whoah, we can play as the big slime buy. I really enjoyed this game, BUT it's not for everyone. You play in a depressing,
hopeless, bleak, post-apocalyptic world. If you like those types of stories, you'll like this. A word of CAUTION, there are some
scenes that can be disturbing. Finding dead bodies, children being beaten, things like that.

Pros:
-Felt longer than 102,000 words.
-Lots of well-developed characters, no one felt generic.
-There's factions, but you influence characters in that faction not the faction itself.
-Mysteries and surprises.
-There are some weird sequences, where you're not sure what's real or not.
-Doesn't use a skill system, instead your decisions will influence other characters.
-Author does a good job of making you feel you're constantly in danger.
-Interesting mutants each with special abilities and unique features.
-You can continue your adventure in book 2.

Cons:
-A few minor spelling errors and mistakes.
-You have flashbacks throughout the story, but the payoff is a let down in my opinion.

Note: There are two time jumps, one near the beginning and one near the end. I found them to be done in a realistic way that
isn't cheap.
. Knytt, but floatier, and with better puzzles. All right, then.. This game is actually loads of fun, in spite of it not yet having a full
release. I recommend this game for anyone. That's it. No specific type of person. Just, anyone.

I'm looking forward to seeing how content progresses over time.. + Nice powerups
- Number of weapons
- Game length
- Monster types

Even at $5 I still don't think this game is worth it. There are better options on Steam if you like this genre.

2\/10. This game shows the fun of hacking "macrosoft" and adding money to accounts while making viruses and many more
amazing things. Thats why I would reccomend this game.. Twenty bucks! It's half the price of the actual game..for content that
should have been in THE BASE GAME.
Not recommended, too expensive and just paradox milking its fans as usual.. Good variety. Worth the price, if your making a
game with space ships.. At first, I was hesitant to purchase because of the price. But, I'm happy with it and it is pretty damned
fun to play. Also, it's a plus if you have a 360 controller to use.
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